
 

 

 
3 Challenges Being A Virtual Assistant That You Must Prepare For 

 
There’s little that compares with being your own boss. As a VA you have 
a lot of freedom. You choose your working hours. You choose your 
clients. You even set your fees and grow your business as you see fit. 
However, this freedom also means challenges. Owning your own VA 
business can be tricky. Let’s explore some common challenges being a 
VA and how you can avoid them. 
 
1.  Time Management 
 
One of the great things about being a VA is that you get to set your own 
working hours. However, if you’re not good at managing your time, you 
could end up working around the clock. In addition to your client 
projects, you have a business to run. That means tasks like invoicing and 
emails are on your daily to do list. Couple that with the normal 
responsibilities of life and you have a very full schedule. It’s easy to see 
why some VAs never sleep. 



 
However, with a good time management system, everything gets done. 
You get to sleep. It’s about scheduling your day. It’s about prioritising. 
And you must make the most of your work time. Be productive! 
Eliminate distractions.  
 
1.  Clients 
 
Finding clients is one of the biggest challenges a virtual assistant will 
have to face. Finding clients that will stick around, give you recurring 
revenue, and refer you is exactly what you need.  However, finding 
clients initially can be a challenge, as it would be with any business.  The 
challenge can be met through the use of creative marketing techniques, 
through networks and joining a VA group.  Some starter VA’s prefer to 
gain more experience first by teaming up with another VA or VA Agency 
and working as an Associate.  Although Associate VA’s don’t earn as 
much as they would by having their own clients, this is a great way to 
start as you don’t need to worry about spending the time looking for 
clients, this can be time consuming as most VA’s will tell you.   
 
Associate VA’s are paid by the VA or Agency they work for so they don’t 
have the hassle of chasing clients for payments.  Associate VA’s do need 
to declare their own tax and have indemnity insurance and comply with 
GDPR though. Click here for ‘What insurances does a VA need?’   
 
Whatever your circumstances, or which option you decide to choose to 
start your business, it’s important to learn how to get your own clients 
too.  I’ve written a separate blog on how to get more clients. Click here 
for ‘How to gain more Clients’ 
 
Without clients you don’t have a business. Yet there will definitely be 
clients you wish you didn’t have. It’s okay. You don’t have to like, get 
along with or work with everyone. If you find that you’ve gained a client 
you just don’t want to work with there’s a solution. Honour your 



commitment and then refer them to someone else. Don’t worry about 
passing on clients you don’t want to work with, if you’ve teamed up with 
another VA, he/she will do the same for you. Remember we are all 
unique with unique skills. 
 
When setting up your business you can avoid problematic clients by 
taking a few steps. The first is to identify the type of clients you do want 
to work with. Create an “ideal” client. Write down all the characteristics 
they have. What makes them ideal? When you’re searching for new 
clients, keep that “ideal” client in your mind. Each VA is unique, with 
different skill sets, and there are plenty of clients you can work with. I’ve 
written a separate blog on ‘How to find your Niche’. 
 
 
Also make sure your systems support a good client relationship. Make 
sure you have established policies and procedures. Make sure 
communication is easy and straight forward. This will help ensure your 
client relationships are positive ones. Click here for a free downloadable  
template ‘VA Policies and Procedures’, and ‘VA Client Contract’ 
 
2.  Cash flow 
 
As a service provider you only make money when you have client 
projects to work on. This can make cash flow a real challenge. No cash 
flow and you may have to take on a part time job or borrow money. 
That’s not the goal here. The goal is to have a successful VA business. 
Here are a few strategies to help.  
 
• First, create a savings account that can support you during the slow 

times. There will be slow times. Even very successful businesses have 
them. When you have savings to turn to, the slow times can be stress 
free. 

 



• Create systems that support consistent cash flow. For example, 
consider creating a membership program. Offer a discount to clients 
who sign up for ten hours of VA work each month. Then set them up 
on automatic billing. Membership programs help ensure you have 
consistent cash flow. 

 
• Finally, look for supplemental income. Become an affiliate for a 

product. Sell advertising space on your website. Create an information 
product and sell it. Partner with another business owner and earn 
referral income. When you have multiple streams of passive income 
coming into your business, cash flow management becomes much 
easier. 

 
There are challenges to being a VA. However, the rewards can offset 
them. With a plan in place, you can overcome these challenges with 
ease. 
 
To your success! 
 

Carol  
 


